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Profile
Im a motivated and adaptable bitch. I am great with teamwork and enjoy
interrogation, reception and distribution of information, work related as well as
personal dramatics, shining in leading positions though confidentiality is always
a debatable. I appreciate a challenge and enjoy rising to beat expectations, and
am quite happy to trip anyone up to get what I need. I have an extensive
knowledge and working history in the mechanical engineer associate lawyer
overseeing specialist electrical farming production field. But I’m not just a boring
bitch! I can also name every winner of RuPauls drag race and tell you if your
look isn’t polished and your clothes are ugly and should be burned. As an
employee you can be assured that I will work work work work work (or work
bitch, if that’s more your iced frappuccino) and as my employer bitch better
have my money. I digress, i’m hard working and powerful in business, as well as
driven and honest and loyal and funny and basically I’m just a great example to
set for your company. I hold a great status among my community and
Experience
Executive Engineering Associate Lawyer, EXecutive Institutions LTD;
Liverpool UK — 2021-Present by day
Executing many projects, managing many employees, networking with many
associates in relation to many cases of engineering justice. Representing lawyer
for engineering associations.
Garment Oversight Specialist Moderator, Society; Wherever its damn
needed — 2026-Present by night
Been wearing that boring blue fucking suit all week n ill slap you hunny. You
think you’re cute n unique with that paisley pattern tie, bitch no go check your
wardrobe. Be daring sis, get a bit weird hun
Overwatch Interruption Specialist, JP1327art, Liverpool, UK — 2020 2021
Interrupting a government building in the form of an overwatch bitch face sniper.
Specific adherence to breaking down that patriarchal system babes
Executive Computing Engineer and Mechanical Lawyer, T Corporation;
Cowley, UK — 2015-2019
Executive managerial position focusing on system analysis directing a
comprehensive team of engineers succeeding with multiple mechanical law
cases.
Vehicle Electrician Mechanical Engineer, POWER Solutions LTD; London,
UK — 2010-2015

Working in the engineering department, focusing my time on mechanical and
electrical vehicle maintenance, reconfiguration and searching for new resources
for improved power solutions.
Mechanical Production Farming Associate, MPF Institute Industries LTD;
Reading, UK
Associate member of staff in mechanical farming production providing intensive
support to relative matters of associating the institution.
Education
Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, UK — Mechanical
Engineering Association Law Oversight Specialising in Electrical Farming
Production of Fashion Communication in Art Industries Bachelors Degree
- 2020
Completed within a few months while working full time I’m that talented hunny
Skills
Im great at shutting up and driving, and always keep my eye on everything so I
can like totally pause. I am excellent at delegating and am really good at staying
in control. I have an extremely creative mind and can come up with well thought
out solutions, instead of basic crap like florals in spring. I am very proficient with
the use of computers and as a typist I’m very quick, like reply in 4 seconds if the
tea is hot babe. I’m also over 6ft and have big muscles from lifting weights and
other gym stuff, so I have lift heavy things so qualify as a pedigree male as well
as looking dead intimidating if you need the creeps to leave
References
Naomi Campbell threw a Nokia flip phone at me in 2006, but that stunning bitch
will deny all
Cher Horowitz, Regina George, Miranda Priestly, hunny please.
Original Cher, Britney, Rihanna, honestly… Love
And of course Oprah is everything
I basically like speak in references you know, like there’s an art to it and I see it
as like my duty to keep iconic moments in pop culture. Besides is there anything
more important? Seriously…

